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said, when 
speaking  about the 
possibility  that 
the game
 could be played 
Saturday  night. 
"The only re -scheduling we'll 
do
 will be 
changing dates at Spartan Stadium," Earth-
quakes General Manager John Carbray said. 




public  relations director 
Steve 




 set for 
April  19, 
against 
the Seattle Sounders may also be in 
jeopardy. 
"It would be 
impossible
 to get a date in the 
Kingdome (home of the Seattle 
Sounders) 
because the Sonics (basketball), and the 
Mariners  (baseball) have the stadium all 
booked up," Carbray said. 
The league has agreed to postpone any 
games
 in which the field would be unplayable, 
according to 
Adams.  
All the games would have to be made 
up 
later in 












Serving  San Jose












water main apparently 
caused  
approximately  1.6 million
 gallons of water to 
flood the 
playing  field in Spartan Stadium
 last 
Saturday and caused 
cancellation  of the San 
Jose 
soccer
 Earthquakes home 
opener against 
the Edmonton 




 will be 

























 the field 
will again 
be playable
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 crew can 
pump all 
























 an' team not to 
play the required
 32 









day, according to 
Evans.  
"The 




''If  it wasn't 
for the 
Earthquakes  I 
wouldn't  be 
frantic 
about  it." 
"We won't







 said. He 








hours it is 
possible  that 
all the grass
























 5:30 and 6 
p.m.  Saturday 
that about 
two  feet of 
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candidates fail to achieve
 such a majority, 
according
 to the registrar of voters, a run-off 
election between the party leaders
 will be held 
on June 
3 in the primary election. 
The 
Democratic  candidates 
include
 Rod 
Diridon,  a Santa Clara 
county  supervisor; 
Shirley 
Hendrickson,  listed on the 
ballot
 as a 
manager;  Jack Armstrong,
 a businessman; 
Shelly
 Williams, a company 
president;  and 
William 
Kiely,  Jr., listed as a math 
teacher.  
The Republicans are Gloria Hom, an in-
structor at Mission 
College  in Santa Clara, 
and  
Dan 











Libertarian  party candidate is Bill 
White, listed as a 
computer
 software engineer. 





 this election has
 
failed  to generate 
much interest.
 The main 
issues have
 not "clearly 
been






 who teaches a state
 politics class, 
saw 
Diridon, Horn 
and  O'Keefe as the 
"leading"  
candidates
 in the 
race.  
Tuesday, 









 for Stolte Inc., Bud 
Williams
 (right) 
helps set up a pump in an effort 
to
 clear the estimated three feet of 
water










 Michael Dutton's 
challenge to the 
validity  
of the
 March 12-13 
constitutional  election 
at a hearing on 
March  25. 
The 
judiciary,  after only 15 
minutes  in private session, 
voted  3-0 to 
uphold the
 election in which a new
 A.S. constitution was 
adopted. 
Dutton,  an SJSU history
 graduate, claimed
 the election violated
 A.S. 
Act 23 because it 
was conducted by 
council
 members and  not




 A.S. Act 23, the 
election  board is given 
sole authority to 
"conduct  and supervise 






insisted the election 
board did not exist at 
the  time of the 
election.
 The board 
members
 had been selected




 20, he added. 
A.S. Attorney General 
Michael  Medina pointed 
out  that the A.S. 
constitution gives the 
council authority to 
conduct  elections. 
The 
judiciary  acknowledged 
the procedural problems
 but felt the 
election 
should  stand 
because






Fil said the 
election  met the test of 
A.S.
 Act 9. 
Under Act 9, the judiciary 
has power to invalidate an 
election only 
when its results are 
"so  prejudiced that fair 
and reasonable selection
 
among  candidates or issues is not 
possible."  
Medina insisted 
the  results would not have been
 different if the 
election 
board  had supervised. 
Five members of the 
board, constituting a 
quorum,
 participated in the 
ballot 
counting,
 he added. 
The 
new  constitution was approved
 by 80 percent of the voters.
 
"I'm 
not  contesting the 
results,"
 Dutton said. "I 
am
 glad the election 
came 
out the way it did."
 
In a written  statement,
 however, Dutton stated he 
was "challenging 
the 
results of the recent
 'election.' 
"I have no knowledge 
of any unfairness," 
Dutton  said when asked
 if 
he thought any foul 

























Kevin  Folau 
"You can't deter crime 
with the present criminal
 justice system," 
according to 
Administration of 
Justice  Chairman 
Harry  Allen. 
"We  don't need 
more  prisons. We 
need  a community 
control 
system," Allen said.
 Such a system would
 place greater 
emphasis  on 
the use of community 
treatment centers, such
 as half -way houses, 
and 
of probation officers. 
Allen 
was  director of the 
Governor's
 Task Force on Corrections
 in 
Ohio in 1977. 
The U.S. is first among the major nations of the West in the 
number of people incarcerated 1131 out of 100,000) and inflicts the 
longest average prison sentences in the Western World, on a par with 
the Soviet
 Union, Allen said. 
However, long
 sentences do not necessarily 
deter criminals, Allen 
said. 
California's
 new determinate sentencing law, 
which  sets specific 
jail 
terms  for criminal acts, doesn't 
have  "one bit of impact on 
potential 
offenders,"
 he said. 
However, while there is 




 effect," Allen would like to 
see it used as "retribution." 
Although California has a capital punishment statute, it is unlikely 
that anyone will be executed as 
long
 as Jerry Brown remains governor, 
Allen said. 
Brown has gone on record as opposing capital punishment, and 
since the governor has the power of executive clemency, he can 
commute any death sentence to life in prison, Allen explained. 
Trying to cut the crime rate by incarcerating people is both inef-
fective and expensive, 
according to Allen. 
"In order to cut down the 
crime rate by one percent, you would 
need to increase the prison population by three percent, he said. 
California's  prisons are already seriously overcrowded, and 
overcrowding  was reported to have 
been one of the major reasons for
 
the prison riot in New 
Mexico  that claimed 33 lives. 
In 1970, one 
of
 every 10 convicted 
felons went to jail in 
California. 
Today, the figure is one of every three, according to Allen. 
However,  
if
 the controversial income tax
-slashing
 
Proposition  9 
initiative passes,
 "more people 
















after  being convicted  
of




 sent to 
prison. Allen said. 
"Proposition
 9 may 
force us to 
deal





Allen  said. 
The 






about  $250 
million, with about
 20,000 inmates in 
correctional
 
institutions.  The 
majority  of the funds goes 
for





















 in the short
 run." but



















surgery, used to 
correct facial 
deformities,  
especially  in 
juveniles, has 
had  a very beneficial
 effect on these 
individuals,  Allen 
said. 
However,
 because of 
the  cost of the 









 who are 
being 
incarcerated




















































Students who believe college is strictly a vehicle for 
the acquiring of job skills are missing
 out on the true value 
of higher education. 
The college 
experience  is one which every person 
should 
be exposed to. It is a unique 
opportunity  to learn 
and broaden the mind, as well as develop 





 money -oriented society we 
live in, 
people are 
rar:ly given the chance to 
drop everything and 
learn  simply :or ilie sake 
of learning. In fact, we 
are 
discouraged  from 
this action. 
The 
controlled  environment of 
a college campus is 
one  
of those rare escapes. Over 
a period of four years or more,
 
students can leave
 behind the real world 
and study in a 
wide variety 
of fields, learn from 
experts
 and grow in-
tellectually
 and socially. 
Knowledge 
is
 something which 
should  not be taken for 
granted. It 
contributes  to a more 
complete  personality 
and makes
 us aware of why and how 
the world is like it is. 
Knowledge  gives people 
the ability to appreciate
 
more 
fully what man has done
 and helps toward self-
discovery
 .Most importantly,
 knowledge allows the 
in-
dividual to cope 
with  and understand a 








 from 40 to 48 
units  was motivated at 
least 
partially 
by this philosophy. 
Too many students 
are 
allowed
 to graduate with 
poor reading and 
writing  skilLs. 
Many also 
have  great difficulty 
expressing  themselves 
orally
 and are severely 




sad that the 
well-rounded  education 
must be 
forced on students. 




 and electives are 
opportunities
 to take "slide" 
courses and easy units.
 The 
only 
classes with any 
significance
 for these students
 are 
those in their 
majors, and only because
 they are 
necessary to 




 who adheres to these 
viewpoints  is not 
receiving the 
full value of higher 
education.  When he 
graduates, he 
is not much better off than
 the 8 to 5 
workaholic  who 




that he has 
a "career" rather than 
a job and owns a scrap 
of
 paper saying 
he
 is -college 
educated."  
The 
school itself is often to 
blame.  Many majors, such 
as 






 saddled with a strict
 
curriculum  which leads 
to a narrow and 
specialized  
education.  A chemical 
engineering major, for
 example, 




that must be 
approved.
 
An engineering major is undoubtedly qualified in his 
field. The program is excellent in this
 regard. The 
sacrifice, however, of a broad 
education is one which no 
student should have to accept. 
The major reason for the 
failure  of education is not 
the college, but modern society itself. Reading and con-
versation as forms of entertainment have been virtually 
replaced by television
 and motion pictures. Our minds 
have been weakened and stagnated by these media, which 
provide easy entertainment in return for passive viewing. 
The television syndrome, sadly, has filtered into our 
educational system. In elementary and high schools, 
and 
to a limited extent
 in colleges, filmstrips 
and movies often 
substituted
 for textbooks and
 teachers are 
expected  to 
entertain rather 
than
 instruct. One SJSU 
theatre arts 
course,
 for example, 
requires  only the 




affluent  consumer society essentially produces a 
person 
whose  sole objectives are to work, earn money, 
buy as much as possible and indulge in mindless en-
tertainment. A diversified college 
education,  emphasizing 
knowledge 
rather  than job skills, does not mesh with these 
goals. Hence, many college students are 
disappointed
 by a 
system which actually requires
 them to learn something 
other than job skills. 
College,  if nothing else,  gives these students an op-
portunity to meet many kinds of 
people with many dif-
ferent philosophies.
 The student is at least exposed
 to the 
wealth of knowledge available to 
him and the cold fact 
that the world 
is larger than his hometown. For these 
reasons,  even a short time in college is 
beneficial to all 
people. 
Ideally, higher
 education should bring together the 
career and learning.
 The student, if he desires
 it, can be 
trained for a 
satisfying




 he must be motivated to learn 
and 
broaden himself, not
 only in the classroom but on 
his own. 
If the school 
doesn't  do this, it is only 
contributing  to the 
consumer 
society.  
The student who wants 
a wide education and im-
proved skilLs in reading,
 writing and oral 
communication  
is not strange 
or impractical. He is not 
only satisfying his 
own 
needs  but gaining an important
 edge on the narrowly 
educated.  
We 
do not  need a school
 system which 
turns  out only 
unemployable  
intellectuals.
 But we also 
do not need a 
system which 
produces  ignorant 
employables. 
Perhaps  the median, 
the intellectual 
employable,  is a 
rarity  in today's 
world,  but that 
person  should be a 
model 
for us 
all.  In preparing 
himself
 for a career, he 
has not lost 
sight of the original
 purpose of higher




 highest levels 
of




















by Jeff Rhodle 
Forum Editor 
In the current race
 for the 
presidency. one candidate
 who has 
impressed a lot of people




Anderson has put forth an ad-
mirable 
effort as an underdog 
candidate whom 
many people had 
never even heard
 of until he made 
some surprisingly strong 
showings 
in early presidential primaries. But. 
despite these strong showings. 
Anderson remains far behind front-
runner Ronald Reagan and 
behind 
No. 2 George Bush in the battle for 
the GOP nomination. 




of winning the nomination, 
Anderson is now said to be 
con-
sidering running as a third -party 
candidate. Such a move, however, 
would not be in Anderson's best 





A third -party candidate 
has 
never won the presidency and An-
derson. who is running a distant 
third in his own party, would not be 
the first exception. 
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candidates, Teddy Roosevelt, in 
1912, 
is the only one to capture more 
than 25 percent of the popular vote. 
In 1968. third -party candidate 
George Wallace won only 12 percent 
of the popular vote. 
If Anderson goes the third -party 
route, he probably would manage 
about 
10
 percent of the vote, which 
would make him look weak. 
But Anderson has 
said that if he 
doesn't 
run, he would feel as if he 
would be letting down the thousands 





does  run, though, what 
good will it 
really  do him and 
sup-
porters? All he could 
possibly hope 
to do is play the 
role of a spoiler. For 
instance, if the election were bet-
ween President Carter and Reagan, 
Anderson's presence
 would hurt 
Carter the most. Anderson 
would  
take away some of the votes that 
otherwise would have gone to 
Carter, 
possibly swinging the 
election to Reagan. 
Either
 way, Anderson 
would  be 
out  of the presidential 
picture
 of the 
future. He could 
never again hope to 




 out on the party. And 
switching
 parties has never
 been the 
answer for any politician
 who might 
have been in the "wrong" party. 
But, if Anderson does 
choose  to 
become a third -party candidate, the 
question  is: When is the best time to 
announce? To get on the ballot, he'll 
need a required proportion of 
signatures in each state 
from
 




 in Tennessee 
but 101,300
 are required in 
California. 
If he announces
 now, he has a 
chance to qualify for the November 
ballot in all but five states but he 
would lose federal funds 
and the 
exposure
 that comes from running 
in Republican primaries. However, 
if he waits 
until  after the GOP 
convention, he'll have less
 time to 
collect the necessary signatures. 
If Anderson really wants
 to be 
president,  he should be patient for 
four more years. In this 
campaign, 
he has 
made  a name for himself 
nationwide.
 Instead of running as a 
third -party candidate and making
 a 
weak showing, he 
should
 support his 
party's 
nominee.
 Then, if that 
nominee 
loses,
 a better-known 
Anderson,
 in 1984, could hope to 














114E  IMI1JIN OF TWE SHAH !" 
Editor:
 
The article in the March 26 issue 
on the
 recommendations on the 
overstaffing situation made by the 
Enrollment Patterns Committee 
somewhat seriously distorts two of 
the recommendations. 
According to the article, the 
committee recommends "that all 
sabbatical leave proposals be given 
equal
 priority." Actually, the 
recommendation is that "research, 
research
-related, and faculty 
redevelopment sabbatical leave 
proposals
 will be given equal 
priority." The point of this 
recommendation is that leave 
proposals for faculty 
redevelopment  
 that is, for study that will prepare 
faculty members to 
teach in 
departments 
other  than their home 
departments  
will have the same 
priority  as proposals related to 
research.
 Present policy places 
these three types of proposals above 
those for other types of activity but 
does not give them equal priority. 
More serious, however, is the 
statement that the committee 
recommended "that faculty 
should  
be temporarily reassigned from
 
overstaffed areas to 
departments
 
which  are not overstaffed."
 This 
statement is a gross 
distortion
 of the 
committee recommendation, which 
states that 
"Departments  with 
available 
positions  should be en-





 in an 

























departments  to 
evaluate  
qualifications,
 as a 




The committee is concerned 
that 
faculty
 members in overstaffed 
departments 
be considered as 
teachers  for classes in other 
departments that they are qualified 
to teach,  but it recognizes, as it 
states in its recommendation, that 
"in all cases of new assignment, the 
receiving department 
must decide 
upon the appropriate 
qualifications  
and must
 be satisfied that the 
faculty member newly 
assigned is 
qualified 
for  the teaching involved." 
Robert H. Woodward 
Professor of English 










Members  of the Enrollment
 
Patterns 










 to be a 
mistake,
 because it is never 
in a 
university's  interest








The president's opinion is that 
classes may only meet for "com-
pelling academic reasons." 
But, in 
any case, classes ought not to meet 





 As I understand 
it, her discussions of Proposition 9 
are not to be academic ones. 
Therefore,  I do not see any reason 
for this university to suspend 
classes, even for an hour.
 
If there is 
enough  anxiety and 
uncertainty about Proposition 9 to 
justify a rally, as the president 
claims,
 then let us have one. I 
suggest that all the
 anxious and 
uncertain ones could gather early 
Saturday morning. I suggest that a 
local park be the place
 of assembly, 
rather than the university gym, 
because that would be more com-
modious. At 
that
 time, and in that 
place, most of us could feel free from 
our 











publication of the Tower 
List is one of the exciting things that 
happen 
on this campus; students 
and faculty 
crowd around the 
display area in the bookstore and 
lots of people seem to 
be
 talking 
about how the evaluative comments 
either reinforce or challenge
 their 
own evaluations of instructors.
 This 
is usually a lot of fun. 
However, 
the Tower List 
suffers
 
on two major accounts. Certainly, 





size  of 
sample in 




 the content of the 
assessment technique
 itself is open 
for criticism. A quick perusal of 
the 
questions posed  about 
the in-
structors 







style and not how































Tower  List doesn't 
help
 us. 

































SCALE to gain 
job ex-
perience 
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call  if 
they  have 
a position
 










 to a 
paying  






 to three 
units. For 
three units,
 a student 
must 
work approximately 88 
hours, for
 two units, 66 
hours
 and for 





































































effort  to raise $1 
million  to help 
support  the 
Viking 
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The 
San  Francisco 
section of the American 
Astronautical  Society 
will 
be
 bringing its fundraising 
activities to SJSU on 
Friday. 
"Images
 From the 
Viking Mission," will 
be 
shown in 
Morris  Dailey 
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m., 
and will feature the
 movie 
"Mars in 3-D." 
The 
evening


















master's  program. 
A $2 donation will be 
asked  from students who 
attend, $3 from the general 
public. The
 program is co-
sponsored by the Society 
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and  fantasies about Mars 
will be explored, and the 
audience will be brought up 
to date on Mars research 
and the
 Viking Mission. 
The movie is in color 
and will be the finale of the 




 scenes from the 
Viking orbiter, and scenes 
of the Martian 
surface  
taken from the science
 test 
lander. Canyons 
as deep as 
the Grand 
Canyon
 will be 
pictured
 in full relief, and 





 the planet's 
terrain




with  special 3-D 
glasses. 
The purpose
 of the 
fundraiser
 is to "show that 
there is a 

















 want to give 
the
 public a taste 
of what's 
going on," 
Copeland  added. 
"Our 
objective  is to 
raise $1 million to 
impress  
NASA 






 been cleared with 
NASA, Copland
 noted. "We 
have raised $5,000
 so far 
with very
 little publicity. 
"I want 
to make it 
clear that we're not 
criticizing NASA.
 We want 
to support them 
in the 
budget 





1975 when two 
spacecraft  were 
launched, 
one on Aug. 
20, and the 
other

















 of the Martian 
terrain, weather 
reports, 
soil analysis, and other 
scientific  data to NASA 
officials. 
No
 life forms 
have been found to date. 
After almost four years 
of being on 
Mars,  one of the 
Viking crafts shut itself off 
last week and 
is no longer 
operating. NASA officials 
have 
said
 they expect the 
second craft to continue its 




through the society's ef-
forts 
will  be used to 
"support the 
distribution of 






 is a lack of 
funds, he 
explained,  the 
data 
will
 still be tran-
smitted from 
Mars,  but it 
won't be distributed. 
"Mars in 3-D," 
narrated by Stanford 
University Professor 
Elliot 
Levinthal, has already 
been shown to "overflow 
crowds" at Stanford 
University, the Jet 
Propulsion 
Laboratory at 
Cal Tech, and the Johnson 
Space Flight Center. 
WED STUDENTs
 PROGRAM 






























Health students can 
work in family planning
 
clinics,  a hospital 
emergency room and 
do
 
physical, occupational or 
speech therapy,
 said 





can work with community 
recreation 
organizations.  
There  are art students 
at the San 
Jose Symphony, 
San Jose Civic
 Light Opera 
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 You could 
win 
our grand 
mite an IBM 
Seleciric II typewriter 
or any number
 of local 
prizes. 
To enter, you must 








and April 30, 1980, 
for  
Western* 




Contest starts April 
I . so 






















their  major, 
Hair said. 
A business major 
would not 
get  credit in 
business, if they did 
ac-
counting in the San 
Jose  
Box Office. They might get 
credit in creative arts. 




registration for the fall, 
said Nan
 Young, education 
and  legal coordinator.
 
It is a good idea 
to do it 
now so a student can 
arrange their schedule 
without
 worrying about 
fitting SCALE 
in the fall, 
she said. 
Interested 























employment  in Southern 
California  
THE  LONG 




 recruiting on your
 campus for civilian
 employment in: 
 
Mechanical  Engineers 
 Naval Architects 
 Civil Engineers 
& 




BEACH  NAVAL 
SHIPYARD  
is 

















adapt  to 
multi -engineering problems 
with state of the









 Challenging career 
opportunities  
 Constantly 






 High -paying retirement 
 Merit promotion 
opportunities  
Sign 
up now at your 
placement office.








 cannot fit this into 
your busy schedule 
but are still interested










Long Beach,  CA 90822 
Code  
170 1 
Call collect (213) 
547-7657
 or 547-13276 











































The potential uses for cassette copies are endless. Here are just a few of the 
most 
common  applications: lectures, seminars, language labs, meetings,
 
college Glasses, sermons, sales messages, weddings, interviews, 
talking  




coupon  is 
redeemable  for one
 (1) cassette 
copy  of your original cassette




copies  of 
your original cassette are at the 
prices 
below.  Simply 
bring your 
original cassette and 
this 
coupon  with you. 



































































































crowns,  the 
SJSU 
judokas 
failed  in 
their 
quest for 







































After 18 straight firsts,
 
the 1980 Spartans finished 
in fifth place. 
-Everything went 
kaput!" judo coach 
Yosh 




we'll have to re-
group," he said. 
SJSU's problems
 






finisher last year, 
was 





Mike Vincenti was 
flown in at the last minute, 
coming  out of bed with the 
flu,
 to compete
 in the 156 -
pound division.
 Vincenti 
performed admirably in 
substitute role, placing 
fourth.
 
The only other Spartan 
placer was 143 -pound Mike 
Swain, who won the 
national 
championship.  
Brad Moss, scheduled 
to compete in both
 the 
heavyweight and open 
division, injured a knee 
while he had a com-
manding lead in his 
quarter -final match. 




 at least a second," 
Uchida
 said. 





 fourth nationally. 
Christine Penick
 won 
two first place medals, in 
both the 145 -pound division 
and in the open division. 
SJSU's Pins Caputo 















Director  Bob 
Bosanko attempt to stop the 
water
 
from  flooding Spartan
 Stadium late 
Saturday  night. The 
flooding 
was not stopped
 until several hours
 later 
when  











continued  from page 1 
Officer Grant Led-
better 
answered the call 
but since it 
was Saturday 
night, it wasn't 
until  just 
before 10 p.m. before 
they  




Bob Bosanko, director 
of plant operations, finally 
arrived to shut off the 
pump around 10:30 p.m. 
when the water
 was ap-
proximately three -and -one-
half to four 
feet
 deep. 
University police said 
they were not considering 
the possibility of vandalism 




 Russell I.unsford 
was unavailable 
for 




vestigating the possibility 
of vandalism, since Evans 
said concession  stands had 
been broken into Saturday. 
"Tools were taken and
 
windows were broken a 
couple of weeks ago by 




 isn't the 
first time 
vandalism





 main broke 

















 in charge 
of the 
stadium 
expansion,  Stolte 
Inc., would 
have
 to pay for 
all damages unless it can 
be proven that
 vandalism 
was the cause for the flood. 
If the 
water main 
break  was caused 
by 
vandalism,












would cost to pump 
all the water






Supervisor  Bud 
Williams went to the 
stadium 
Saturday  af-
ternoon to see what 
damage
 might have been 
caused by 
Friday's  rain 










water  on the field 
was run-off 
from  Friday's 
storm, but he called 







































After seeing the flood, 
Carbray notified NASI. 











working  on 
getting 
the water out



















































OUR  MAJOR"  
Friday,
 




















































baseball  team began last 
week's  spring break on a very good note 
with a three game sweep of St. Mary's. 
SJSU then 
took a heartbreaking 4-3 
loss in 16 innings at the hands
 of the 
University of 
Nevada -Las Vegas )33-8) 
on 
Thursday, April 3 and closed out the week 
with a 2-1 victory over Biola
 University 
14-7 ) on 
Friday. 
SJSU is  now 3-3 in Northern California 
Baseball Association action for fourth 
place in the second
 half, 19-18 overall. 
The St. Mary's sweep ended a four -
game Spartan losing streak and avenged 
two defeats by the Gaels on March 17-18 
which kept SJSU one half game out of third 
place in the final first half standings. 
"Our
 pitching continues to 
be 
especially good, and I am very pleased
 at 
the 
resurgence of Randy 
Raphael,"  SJSU 
skipper  Gene Menges said. 
Raphael, a senior, had been struggling 
this season,
 finishing the first half of the 
season
 with a 1-6 mark 






 the 5.0 mark. 
A four strikeout performance against 
the Gaels 
in the bottom half of Saturday's 
twin bill for his second victory of the 
season combined
 with six strikeouts 
against Biola is the best that Raphael has 
looked this year, according to Menges. 
"Randy struck out the first six 
men  he 
faced against Biota and he looked like a 
ball of fire," 
Menges  said yesterday. 
Besides
 Raphael, Menges had to be 
pleased with the performance of SJSU 
pitcher Mark Langston. 
On 
Friday, March 28,
 Langston set 
down 10 Gaels on strikeouts
 in 7 and 1/3 
innings en  route
 to his fourth win of the 
season.
 




out seven hits for four runs while 
St. Mary's
 could only get
 two runs on 
five  
hits. 
In the top of Saturday's twin bill at St. 
Mary's, SJSU needed only five 
hits and 
three runs to 
dispose
 of the Gaels by a 3-1 
score. 
SJSU's Jay Brazil 
got the win, going 
the distance




collected two RBI, giving him a total of 
14, 
second only to Mike Brown's 16. 
Six Gael
 errors and a good
 showing by 
Raphael,
 now 2-7, 
enabled
 the Spartans 
to 
take
 a 3-0 decision
 from St. Mary's
 for the 
Spartans second
 sweep of the 
season.  
Thursday's  4-3 
marathon
 defeat at the 
hands  of Las Vegas is 
not indicative of the 
offensive
 show by each 
team. 
The Rebels collected 20 hits and SJSU 
10, but a dropped ball on a called strike 
with the 







Spartan starter Brazil, 6-2, took the 
loss and Rebel Tom Saver got the win. 
SJSU rebounded on Friday, defeating 























Monday  April 14 
Contact  the Career
 Planning and 
Place  
ment
 Office at 
27728160
 set up 
your
 interview It you 
cant
 arrange loran on 
campus  interview 
send
 your 
resume  to 
Nancy 











Synertek is a 
state -of










 in Santa Clara. 
California
 with immediate 
expansion  
planned in beautiful
 Santa Cruz 
along  the 
Pacific
 Coast 
If you re about to 
earn 






 or Physics 
were  
interested
 in your 
possible
 future here
 at Synertek 
Get 
to
 know the 
company 











Government  Elections 




the following positions: 
Board  of 
Directors
 
 Director of 
Academic Affairs 
 Director of 
Business  Affairs 
 Director of 
California  State Affairs 





 Community Affairs 
 Director of 
Intercultural Affairs 
 Director of Ethnic Affairs 
 
Director  of Personnel 
 Director of Sponsored
 Programs 
 Director of Student 
Services  
 Director of Non-traditional 
Minority  Affairs 
 Director of Student Rights and 
Responsibilities  
Space for this ad 















 in the A.S. 
Office  and 






submitted any time before 
then.  
An orientation meeting for all candidates will be 
held on April llth 
at 3 p.m. 























field team continued 
its 
dominance of 







































Long Beach State 
84-78 on the 
49ers  home turf 
in a 
March  29 meet,
 for win 
number three.
 
Saturday's meet was 
highlighted
 by Felix 
Bohni,  
a Spartan 
by way of 
Switzerland, tying his own 
Swiss national pole vault 




the previous week at 
Long Beach. 
Bohni,
 who has an 





 44"1ev barely 
scraped




in the shot 
put
 




 with a 
put of 54-5. 
the meet,which
 would have 
broken the 
Swiss  record. 
Curt Ransford won the 
javelin throw by an 
astounding 96 
feet, with a 
250-11 toss. Ransford had
 a 
262-1 toss against 
Long
 
Beach, which, at the time, 
was the best 
mark
 in the 
nation
 this year. 
Essodina
 Atchade won 
the 
long
 jump in both
 of the 
meets, with 
jumps of 25 
feet 
plus. Atchade
 set his 
season's 
best mark
















 and Ken 
Thomas. 
Both 
men  were 
disqualified
 for false -




 was won 
by 







Foster to Thomas in the 
4x100
 meter relay was 
dropped, causing the 
Spartans to lose 
what is 
normally








by Jon Bloom 
before leaving 
for a team 
The daily grind known meeting yesterday. 
as spring football practice 
"We're
 looking at a 
officially starts today with different concept this 
year  
the first taste of "contact" on defense," Elway 
said,  
providing the introduction referring to the method 
for an intrasquad scrim- known as the Eagle 
mage Saturday. defense, " and a lot
 of new 
Until today players teaching is involved." 
have been 
putting  them- 
"I'm really 
anxious  to 
selves through casual drills see how the team looks, 
against simulated offenses particularly on defense." 
and 
defenses
 along with The Eagle may  be one 
weight training, but no way for the Spartans to 
"real evaluation" of the improve over last 
year's 
gridders has taken place, 
according 
to head coach 
Jack Elway. 
''I'm really anxious to 
get a 
look  at our 
newcomers 
and in-
doctrinate them _into our 
system,"  Elway 
said
 























defensive crew which 
allowed a generous '407 
total 
yards  per contest last 
season. 
Elway will have a new 
face on the 
staff  to help 
coordinate the Eagle in 
the 
form of Larry Kerr, who 
takes over the linebacker 
corps after Dave Ottmar 
left SJSU for Stanford. 
Kerr, no 
relation  to 
Spartan wrestling coach 
T.J. Kerr, is a former SJSU 
player who performed at 
the linebacker position 
under Darryl Rogers 
from 
1971-74. 




 High and 
worked as an 
assistant  at 
San Jose and 
Saratoga  
Highs. 




"better  off" with 





27 -year -old St. 
Mary's graduate will also 









It s stupid to 
pay more when we
 
II 


























































 Friday, April 11, 9:00 p.m. 
Saturday -Sunday, April 12-13 
12:30  & 3:30 
p.m. 
Open to all 
students






 ACROSS 12 LANES,










has returned to the 
team  
and ran a leg of 
the 4x400 







 the Easter 
break, leading to 
the two 






























 of 188-6 
against 
Long Beach is 
the 

















 and Roberts 
personal record 
saved the 
meet  at Long 
Beach,  where 
the 49ers






victory  over 
the 
Spartans, 






Thomas lust his first
 
100 -meters of the dual meet 




third behind Long 
Beach's Horace Berry and
 
the winner, SJSU's 
Jackson, who was timed in 
10.3, a season best. 
Jackson repeated 
his  
success in the 200
-meters  
with a 21.3 victory 
clocking.  
Stan Ross continues to 































in the hurdles. 












 an identical clocking. 
In the 
400-meter in-




































































































BAY  AREA 
COMPACT 
265 Meridian Ave.,
 Suite 6 
San Jose, CA 95126
 
Thomas 
came back to 
win a non -scoring
 100 -
meter heat 















capped off his 
100-meter 
victory with a repeat 
performance  in the 200 -
meters, nipping SJSU's 




 timed at 
21.0. 
Jackson placed 
second to Treatt in the 100-
meters scoring heat. 
The Spartans, 
who  had 
already 
clinched
 the meet 
at 88-50, fell 
apart in the 
final two events of the day. 
Arizona placed 
first 
through  third 





winning  time 
nearly one 
minute  faster 
than 
SJSU's  Steve 
Lanker. 
The SJSU 








Arizona  took 
victory  by a 
clear
 six seconds. A 
non -
scoring
 team from 
Nevada -
Las  Vegas 
actually
 won the 
race 




































































men's  golf 
squad as 
























and  disappeared 
from the 





And with the memory 
of the 
Fresno  Classic 
blunder
 on their 





























room said of the 
two 






competition, the Spartans 
were ranked by Golf 
World 
magazine as 10th among 








 said with a laugh. 
Led 
by
 the undaunted 
efforts of 
team  star Bob 
Clampett, Brigham Young 
University waltzed to an 
almost unchallenged first 
place in the Fresno tour-
nament two weeks  ago, 
finishing
 with P 1108.
 USC 




 but trailed 
BYU 
by
 11 shots. 
V room had 
anticipated 
at least a fourth 
place for 
the 
Spartans in the Fresno 

































said of the 
BYU golfer. 




















 a bad 




Fresno tourney fresh in 
their minds, the Spartans 
came back to Santa Cruz to 
defend their title in the 
Pasatiempo Western In-
tercollegiate Golf 
Championships last week. 
Perhaps















case,  the 
Spartans failed






-champions  USC 
and UCLA







the title with a 
final 1,106, 












I WIN 1 1, 
I ii. 
picked up third with 1,107 
and BYU coasted
 into 
fourth with a 1,110 in one of 
the closest 
races in the 
history of the Pasatiempo 
tournament. 
Bob Clampett once 
again played the leading 
role. His three-under-par 68 
in the first round and four -
under










Cole  and Alan 
Swank were lie only 
SJSLI 
pleyers to place within the 
top 
15 golfers in the tour-
ney. Cole's 
220 was good for 
a tie for 10th, while 
Swank  
fashioned a 222 margin 
which earned 
him a three-
way tie for 14th. 
"We
 have never played so 
badly in this 
tournament," 
Vroom said. "A 
couple of 
the 
players  got into a slump 
and just couldn't







































































































































 close to 
grab-
bing the title from 
SJSU,  
picked up the two 
extra  
victories necessary to 
dethrone the Spartans, 




Pennsylvania trailed SJSU 
by only 
one point, 






























Farkashazy  of Wayne State 

































Clara  St 
(between 






















 data processing, 
maintaining
 our leadership 
through constant  innovation 
and research. 





computer systems that fit 




 growing as a 
business 
grows  and 
thus 
eliminating the need for 
"fresh 
starts" each time computing 
requirements
 change. 
A Company Ready 
For The 
Future  











































































 of the most dramatic 
growth rates in the 
computer  
industry. Evidenced by an 
increase  in revenues from 
18.6 million in 
fiscal  1973 to 
232 
million







Datapoint  is soundly
 
positioned in both 
financial
 
resources  and professional 
management,
 intent upon 
continuing its 
leadership  role 
in the 
dynamic  and evolving
 



























 It offers 























world  of 
business  


























Knoblach fell one place 
short of qualifying for 
the 
finals and finished in 









 Chew had 











































 a point 



























"Overwhelmed" by the 
high-pressured  
com-
petition, Garner made 
crucial  error in 
his first 
vault and 
then  repeated it 
in his second 
and last vault. 
In both vaults, Gar-
ner's hands
 hit outside of 
the zoned area on the 
horse, 





Garner could place in the 





had he hit 
something  above 
his 9.18 average. 
Bowling 
Boosted by the efforts 
of Barb Walker and Kan 




title in Fresno March 30 
and 
earned  a ticket to 
battle 
for the national 
crown.  
Walker's high average 
of 221 and Holland's 206 
pushed the Spartans up to 
the No. 1 spot with a final 








 Togos at 8th and 
William will 
give  1/2 off on any sandwich 
to the first 
100  volunteers signing up 
for Campus -Community Improvement
 Dal. 
For
 more info, call A.S. at 
277,1201  
pace for this 
ad
 paid for by A.S. 
the NCAA 
Bowling 




Spartan women were Liz 
Sylvia with a 197
 average, 
Sandi 
Wooton  with a 192 
and Sharon Nishirnatsu 
with a 175. 
In the men's division, 
SJSU took 
third place with 
a total 12,449, behind first -
place 
California  with 12,587 




If there's one 
spot 
where SJSU women's 
basketball team 
won't  have 
to worry about depth 
next 
season, it's at shooting 
forward. 












































 comes to 
SJSU 
after leading the 
College  of 









 a most 










 a 17.0 scoring
 and 10 
rebounding
 average. 






























We offer civilian 
career  opportunities that
 stress immediate 
"hands-on"  
responsibility your 
chance for recognition, reward
 and professional 
growth right from 
the start. 
Mare Island is an 
engineer's  kind of world. 
We're  the third largest active
 
navel shipyard in 
the  U.S. and the West 





located In one of the world's 
best
 places to 
use
 and work- the 
heart of Northern 
California!  San Francisco is Just a 
boy Amity. .the 
famous wine 
country
 Is right next door...and 
sailing or skiing are as close 
as next week -end! To get 
complete  Information, contact your 
placement
 
office and sign up 


































































scuttled the latest 
attempt 
at























 all U.S. 
trade with 
Iran. 
It was the 
toughest 
American action against 











































































































 of  all Iran-
ian 
diplomats  and officials 
remaining
 in the United 
States by midnight 
Tuesday. 
 A 
prohibition  of 
almost  all further exports
 
to Iran. He 
said he ex-










































 and others 
against Iran. An 
estimated
 
$8 billion in 
Iranian  
government
 assets was 
frozen 




























"Other actions may 
become necessary if these 
steps do not
 produce the 
prompt





not  say 
what  
other steps might
 be taken, 
but a 
naval 
blockade  of 
Iran is known





































 763, or 
rail  837 
0191  
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care 
Of your mouth and save money too 
Enroll now!! Information at A 5 





Center is open this semester Wed , 
arn 
2pm and 
Sat. and Sun., 10am 
aprn We collect newspaper,  card-







 Were across 
tram Spartan
 Stadium on the 
corner
 
of S 7th 
and  Wombat? Sts. Bring 
your recyclables and
 come out and 




BEER MAK ING 
OUR
 kit selling for
 
5209S makes 9 
gallons of delicious brew, and then 
IS
 
cents  per 6 -pack 
alter  that. 
Simple onstruthons and top quality 
ingredients
 make EVERY customer 
a success EVERY TIME. Your 
friends will insist
 in coming to 
YOUR pad on the future.
 After all, 
where can 
they
 get a European
 
typo 




 to go out to buy it. We'll 
give you 




happy  to 
rap  more with you 
on 
Friday  nights Morn 7 to 10 in the 
Beermakers Pub, next door to the 
store. 
BEERMAKERS OF AMERICA 
1040 N. 4th
 Street 
San Jose, 286-6647  
Store open- Wed nu, Sat., 9 a.m. to 
6 p m., 4 days. 





 to have  beautiful award 
winning color portrait
 created by 
Jahn Eric Paulson Call John at 441. 
2318 





and gay men. GSU provost's a blend 
of social and 
educational activities 
which give lesbians and gay men the 
opportunity to meet, learn about 
themselves and each other and 
relevant social issues. We meet in 
the S.U. at 
I 
p.m. every Thurs. in 
Council 
Chambers 3/131 RAP 
Group: 3/20 17:11  
p.m./  
GrOuP  
Outing to Drama Production, 3/27 
Live Entertainment,   
Lesbian Caucus meets 7:30 p.m.
 
Wednesdays in the Women's C  
. 
For more information 
on
 any of our 





study for gay men 
and women, 
Wednesdays.
 2276 Maywood Are. 
P.O Box ISM,







Available  to 

























 the School 





















 available? 5 nights 
in 
Park City 
condo's.  5 day lift pass
 to 
all resorts.
 Round trip bus
 tran 
sportation.  March 
29.Aprol
 6. Only 
0235 (price increase due to bus Wolf 
Increase). 
Balance  is due NOW?
 
Please




Mg 1097, 243 
9949, or 2602529 for 
more 
into. Let's turn Utah upside 
down  with 
rock




March 19 at 6 
pm iv DMH 167 
Guest








































































miles on new engine Good 
body
 





SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER .65 
 per lb. No limit. Call 
2934954.  
10 PERCENT off 
antiques
 you Can 
afford for dorm, apt., furniture, old 
clothes. Decorative items. 
Open
 IS 




inside ice cream parlor. Call 379. 
6390. 
SANK YO STD 1150 stereo cassette 
deck
 Dolby switch, Cr02/FeCr bias 
and automatic shut off. 
Ecellent 
condition.  SI 20.Call
 277.8651 
alter  7 
SCOTT ski boots, ladies 
size 7. Worn 
only twice, good condition.
 Call 277. 
11215. 















OVERSEAS  JOBS: Summer or year 
E  . S. America, 
Australia, Asia, etc. All fields MO 
Is 
S1,700 monthly. Expenses paid. 
Sidhtselting. For free
 into,
 wrote IJC, 
426 Begonia,








houses    
stromt 
from 
campus Kitchen, linen, maid ser-
vice, TV,  and parking. 545 par sok. 
shared, $60 to 1165 per wk. single. 122 




Great  guys and gals. 
Kitchen,  game 
room, color TV. 
linen and maid 
service,
 I 
ireplac,  courtyard, 
parking. 645 per 
week  shared, 565 
per 
week





Office In North 





 Internship Program. 
Financial  Planning Training and 
Sales Course. CALL 249.5275. 
WORK available now 
in
 Southwest 





Apply  in person at 210 South 
151
 No. 3215 or call 297-4664. 






 needed. Full and parr. 
time drivers and dispatchers. Must 
be 25 years of 
age
 or older. Male and 
tensile. All shifts available. Call 









 experience, good 
pay. Summer, career. Nationwide,
 
worldwide! Send 54.95  for ap-
plication.
 onto, referrals to 
CRUISEWORLD 20, 2535 Waft Ave., 
B ox 60129, Sacramento, CA 951160. 
JOBS,
 
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA! 
Little exp. Fantastic Tips! Pay! 
5I,400 to 53,800 summer. Thousands 
needed  Casino's, restaurants,
 




 Is to Lakeworld 20, Box 60129, 
2535
 Waft Avenue, Sacramento, CA 
9SI160. 




operators  ... Security, 
Sales. Immediate part time 
openings, full time summer Apply 
NOW. FRONTIER VILLAGE 
AMUSEMENT
 PARK, 4885 Mon 
terey Road. 
EXCELLENT 
pay and flex oble 
h ours Nursing 
and  clerical per 
sonnet needed. Aides Sil/hr., LVN's 
11/hr.  . RN's 51/hr Clerical at 
various rates. Some experience 
needed. Call New Horizons at 
244 -
MEN! WOMEN? Jobs 
on Shops! 
American, foreign. No experience 
required. Excellent pay, worldwide 
travel. Summer lob or career. Send 
$3.00 for information to SEAFAX, 
Dept. C-6, Forst and Laurel streets, 
Port Angeles,  Washington 91362. 
THE Mouse of Genie in San Jose is 
looking for a TEPPAN YAKI COOK 
for a Japanese Steak house. Call 
14011 711-4139 Filter 5 
em.
 Ask for 
Kenny.
 




11 to 34 
years of age, 2 years of 
college 
Fluent
 in Spanish For more 
information, cII SJPD Recruiting 
at 277 4951 
FORTUNES  await 
attractive
 




borine. Call Kim 
a  0503. 
B USBOY/WAITER positions open. 
Experience preferred, will train 
Call
 377 9624 after 1 
p.m.  






 to $2,100 
monthly All








formation. send 57 
to Alamo, Box 
2480 ISMS 
Sabado
 Tarde, No. 
31, 
Goleta.
 CA 93018. 
E ASY entre 
income.
 5500 to 11,11011. 
stuffing
 envelopes.








aaaaa  is. 
ES.  3039 Shrine P1,
 Los Angeles, CA 
40007 
RADIO  time 
sales. Sell 
for top 
stations  in  
California.












 paid in 
advance. 5 hour 
day.
 Will Orin,  Call 
6641521.  
NIGHT  student 
needs  tutor for Bus
 
It Intro Data 
Process/Fortran  
Call 






serious student wanted 
to share 2 
harm.. 2 ba apt 
near
 Westgate. Il-
ls mm. from 
campus.  sin plus 
1/7 
utilities. 




 Call 257-8934 




















 child care, 21 co. 
op food 
buying,  31 Cable TV and 
fireplace. 41 
patio,  private yard and 




 per month. 
Exc aaaaaaaaaa 




 Real ince 2 
harm.. 2 ba. 











over  31 and neat. 




for  rent 1 block from 
SJSU.  Private ent aaaaa , 
etc. 
52115/ino. 





UNWANTED hair removed   
Specialist.
 Confidential. 355 S. 
Baywoof Ave. San Jose. Call 247 
7484. 
WOULD 








terested  call 291.2301. 
MARI First 
"The Shakers." Who 
knows! Next the "Dallas Cowgirls."
 
Don't get too stoned
 in litho class 
Your lOsnut. 
WHAT is the official
 jewel of Alpha 
Phi? 
FRED.  
GAMMA Phi Meta pledges present: 
Keepsake Easter camdy tar sale in 
front of
 
$.U.. 3/70, 71, 24 and 25. 
DO YOU 




to settle an 
argument?
 Do 
you want to get someone elses 
opinion? Then wrote. Dear roan. 
Now you can get "A man's
 p0101 01 
view. Include any 
name  and address 
you choose. All 





 in strictest 
con  
fidence Sc. for 
advice, wrote Dear 
John,
 P0. Box 21024, San Jose, CA 
















April 11 on 
S.F.
 Bay. $10.00 for live 
music. Call 
777 7357 for 
information  between 6 
and 10 p.m. 
Services 
LOOKING for  wedding 






Photography are expressions of 
love, soft, elegant and universally 
understood For the finest award 






























 will help 
students
 with 














your  writing 
process
 
Experienced  tutors 
will  
advise
 you HOURS 
M.
 II 5. TW, 






































bachelorette  party 
Call Rock at 248
 
0344 




 and study 
skills.
  
emery  recall, 
control  
 . Special 
student









 . For a free
 estimate, call Art 
at 7641620 evenings and weekends. 
Stereo 
IIMUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!! 
Get the best 
be
 less from A.E AU 
1:110 ENTERPRISES is SJSU's 
complete consumer electronics 
buying service with nearly 300 
brands of stereo components,
 
compacts, portables  and accessories 





 and games All 
items
 new in 
factory  sealed Cartons 
with full manufacture
 warranty. 30 
day defective 
exchange  with op. 
toonal S 







 to your door in a to la 
days! Call 2S5 5550 for complete 
price quotes or more 
into,  SMWFS, 
10 to IS. 
Ask for KEN Look to A.E. 
for the widest selection of the 
highest fidelity at 
the  lowest proces 
AUDIO 
ENTERPRISES  HAS IT! 
SAVE THIS Allf I f 
Before you purchase 
any  hit!, car 
stereo, TV, recorder or recording 
tape, check with us for BIG DIS-
COUNTS on over 250 
maior brands 
of equipment. Good prices available 
on lust about EVERYTHING Cor-
rect,
 honest information given on 
performance, quality, etc. We 
manufacture
 a complete line of 
quality loudspeakers 
and  kits 
WHOLESALE to the public. Our 
speakers use the same components 
that most 
of
 the highly popular and 
advertised systems use but at 1/7 to 
1/7 
the cost Full 
manufacturers
 
warranty with local service. 
Showroorn and manulacturong 
facilities





6. Sat.. noon 
S. 
Travel 
BUDGET FLIGHTS 1980.  Domestic 




 We also 
represent all charter operations 
(including Laker) Hawaii 
Mexico Europe Asia Africa 
.. Australia .. USA a  
I 
Services 
Available  international Student 
Identity Card issuance Euraol. 
Student 
Na,)
 and BritRail passes 
Overseas lob placement USA, 
Canada and Mexico Travel . Youth 
Hostel Cards Student ships and 
trains Insurance Wide 
mats 
selection  Luggage . Backpacks 
Hard
 to find travel books 
Voltage
 
converters  Camping 
tours Club 
Mod
 Open 7 days: 
Mon Fri. là,





S TRIP AND TRAVEL 
PLANNING COMPANY, Charter 
Travel Specialists 444 E
 
WIlliam 
Street 110th and Writ). San Jose, CA 
95112,  Call 14081 292-1613. 
I. 
SUMMER  '80 IN PERU. 
Students
 
will have the opportunity  to 
travel  
and study on Peru. 
Excursions  will 
be ta(mn to the gungle, Cuzco. Machu 
Picchu, Lake Titicaca, Lima and 
much  more. Dates) 
19 June -4 
August. Campus site. Arequipa.
 the 
city of eternal








tot units of 
academic Credit 
offered. For more 
information,
 contact Or  Roland J. 
Hamilton, 




Telephone 277-2576,  
Typing 






vitaes, term reports, letters. dm 





KATHIE at 570-1236, a m to 
'7 p.m 
I am also on the Graduate Oe 
eapproved









































proofread. Call Kitty 
at 230-3099 
after 3 p.m. 
please. 
PROFESSIONAL exp. typos,. Fast, 





Connie and Gary 9474792 
TYPING) Thesis, term papers, etc 
xperienced and last Reasonable 
rates. Call 269 
0474  
PROFESSIONAL
 edotong. Theses, 
dissertations, 
etc. Reasonable. Call 
Ms. Bernell at 
3744047.
 
TYPING by Kathy. 
























 THE EXECU 








 II. Theses, etc.
 Words 
Unlimited.










GOOD typist. IBM 
Selectric. 
Reasonable rates. Call Goldie at 267 
044S 







Typing  Agency 
   onal services, reasonable
 
  Open 10-5, MF. Call 2110-6706 
or stop by 414 E. 
William  Street, 
Suite lb 



















TYPING .. my home. Prof. ISM 
Suitt, Call Sweat 247.1592. 





































































































































































































































































Hunt  hero 





Kind  of 
horn  









































































AND P  




























































50 50 50 
Minimum Three 
Lines One Day 
Semester  Rem
 at


























approximately  30 letters and  spnces
 for eor











San Jose State University
 
San Jose, California 95192 
Da5, 
 Deadline tw 
o 
days  









on cancelled ads 
II 
Aprol  8. 1980 , 
8 
Wottian



































 should not 































 by REACH, 
a new campus 
organization 
for  women 
business  students, 
co-directed by 
Anne  Storer,  
human  resource 
administration  






-old  manager said 
opportunities  available 
to






























what  you 
make





become  more 






now,  you 
won't 






















 before she 
began  asking 
































 her life 
because  























Studies will present "Asian 
Horizons,"  a campus and 
community program, 
today. from 11:30 to noon 
and Thursday from 11 to 
11  30 a.m. on KSJS 91.7 
12M. 
Call












 today at 12:30


































 S.U: Guadalupe 
Room. 
   
LEAP will present a 
lec,ure ni Socip I Work 
Research today at 3 p.m. in 
Library. Central 217. Call 
.Juth Re nolds at 277-3393 
for more information.
 
   
Gerentology  Center is 
nose providing health 
a s,e,s m s 
for older 
SJSU students and citizens 
in the 
community  on 
Tuesdays from noon to 2 
p.m. by nurses from the 
SJSU Gerontological 




   
LEAP will present a 
lecture on literary 
criticism today at 10:30 
a.m. in Library Central 
217. For more information 
call Judy Reynolds at 277-
3393. 
   
LEAP will 
present  a 
lecture on research
 in 
education today at 
9:30 
a.m. in I,ibrary Central 
217. Call Judy Reynolds for 
more information. 


























today at 1 p.m. in 
Library 
























































































and an  application,
 
call  or 
write:  
Summer  Session 
22 
Wheeler  Hall 
University
 of California 
Telephone:
 














not  to get 
dirty." 



































































































































































































































student  is 





































































has  an 

































































































































































 new that 
most stores
 
don't even have this 
new series in stock.) Do 
not confuse these high quality Marantz 
speakers with the lower priced Marantz 
speakers, such as the 
15M, 12M, 2M, etc. 
This new model (the 985) is an incredible 
speaker system. 
So Power
 I ul They

















































































Street   San
 Jose 
292-3904
 
